
Diane D. Vandiver
Diane made her first quilt in 1997. In 2012,
and many quilts later, she created the
online pattern company, Butterfly Threads
Quilting. She has published dozens of
patterns, designed three templates, been
featured in Quilt Magazine, Primitive Quilts
and Patchwork, the American Patchwork
and Quilting Calendar and Quiltmania as
well as Simply Moderne. Diane was also a
regular content writer for Craftsy for 5 years.
Her two books were published by C&T,
Scrap Quilt Secrets in 2016 and Strip Quilt
Secrets in 2018.

Diane loves designing, sewing and writing,
but her favorite thing about quilting is
teaching and sharing her love of quilting
with the amazing quilters she gets to meet!
Diane lives in Georgia with her husband
Chris and their golden retriever.

butterflythreadsquilting@gmail.com

www.butterflythreadsquilting.com

Trunk Shows are 1 hour in length and cost
$450 plus travel. Also available via zoom.

Strip Quilt Secrets
Discover the possibilities in your stash by cutting
your scraps and yardage into strips. Change the
way you cut your strips plus 5 piecing
techniques! Features 15 quilts from the book
plus some favorites and a few ‘exclusives’. Get
inspired to sew your stash!
Scrap Quilt Secrets
Learn 5 strategies for making quilts you love
from the fabric you already have! Discover the
steps for making scrap quilts that really sparkle.
Featuring all 16 quilts from the book.
If Quilts Could Talk
From her first quilt to the latest and many of the
quilts in between and the stories behind them.
From lessons learned to techniques for
personalizing patchwork and some crazy
adventures along the way!
Celebrate With Quilts
Quilts meant for holidays and for big events that
might surprise you! Experience all the stories
and get inspired to make quilts that celebrate
your special days!

Half Day Workshops are 3 ½ hours and
cost $450 (must be scheduled in addition to a
trunk show or workshop)

Table Runner to Go
Make a table runner version of any pattern and
we will have the top finished before you leave!
Ruler Play Recess
Leave your machine at home! Learn everything
to start quilting with rulers. Includes a 9 page
handout to practice with pencil and paper.
Hello Hexies
Practice hand and machine piecing hexies plus
methods for using them in bindings as well as
patchwork!

Full Day Workshops are 6 hours and cost
$750 plus travel.

Winging It
Learn both improv piecing and basic collage
techniques to design and create your one of a
kind butterfly!
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Full Day Workshops Continued…

Under the Mistletoe
*Most Popular Workshop!*
Learn the techniques for paper piecing and
sewing curves for excellent results every time!
Suitable for confident beginners to advanced
quilters. Table Runner version is included in this
workshop. Covers flip and sew paper piecing as
well as template sewing. Handouts included,
pattern purchase required.

Ruler Play
Learn free motion quilting using rulers to design
custom quilting! No marking, no mess, no stress!
We will divide the quilt into sections, use rulers
to fill the spaces with curves, lines, grid, or
circles. Plus tips and tricks for avoiding common
problems and getting great results. A ruler foot

for your machine is required. No book or pattern
purchase required.

Bee Kind
Learn hexies by hand and by
machine! Discover several
methods for using them as well
as a fun collage Bee.

Savannah
Have fun building
this blooming quilt!
Paper piecing for
beginners, design
tips and fusible
applique with
machine stitching
options.Handouts
included, pattern
purchase required.

Sewing In Circles
Choose from 3 patterns using curved piecing
(levels: beginner-experienced) and learn every
tip and trick needed to sew perfect curves large
and small. Take the fear out of sewing curves
forever!

Save the Selvages
Learn the technique for selvage piecing for
excellent results every time! Suitable for
confident beginners through advanced quilters.
Covers basic piecing and sewing with selvages.
Several patterns to choose from.

Multiplicity
Piece 5 sided shapes with NO templates! Make
this pattern using squares and strips learning
techniques and tips for accurate patchwork every
time! Pattern purchase required.

For complete information on supply lists,
booking, available dates and more, visit
www.butterflythreadsquilting.com
Email questions to
butterflythreadsquilting@gmail.com
*prices are subject to change, discounts
available when booking multiple groups
and/or workshops.


